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gave the Hopes their patriarchal blessings, identifying them as “associated with Manasseh,” not

because of literal lineage, but consistent with his belief that blacks should be assigned to or

adopted into that tribe of Israel.36 Spencer sometimes related the Hopes’ experiences to

congregations as he preached tolerance and Christian love for all. He praised their exemplary

faithfulness when it would have been so easy for them to succumb to bitterness.37

In that same year, 1947, the First Presidency assigned Heber Meeks, president of the

Southern States Mission, to explore the possibility of proselyting in Cuba. Meeks asked his

knowledgeable LDS friend, sociologist Lowry Nelson of the University of Minnesota, about the

mixed racial picture in Cuba and whether missionaries would be able to avoid conferring

priesthood on men with some negroid ancestry. Nelson sent his reply to both Meeks and to the

First Presidency, expressing sharp dismay at the policy. The Presidency responded, “From the

days of the Prophet Joseph even until now, it has been the doctrine of the Church, never

questioned by any of the Church leaders, that the Negroes are not entitled to the full blessings of

the Gospel.” Its explanation, they said, was to be found in the premortal existence.38 In 1952,

Nelson, still unable to reconcile this Church policy with his understanding of the gospel,

published an article critical of the policy in The Nation, drawing national attention.39

In 1949, George Albert Smith’s administration began sending out a consistent statement

in response to inquiries. It followed the pattern set in earlier private correspondence by the First

Presidency and by Elder McKay: “It is not a matter of the declaration of a policy but of direct

commandment from the Lord, on which is founded the doctrine of the Church from the days of

its organization, to the effect that Negroes . . . are not entitled to the priesthood at the present

time,”40 based on “some eternal law with which man is yet unfamiliar” by which men’s place and

condition of birth and rights to priesthood must be explained, a plan “the conduct of spirits in the

premortal existence has some determining effect upon the conditions and circumstances under

which these spirits take on mortality.”41 The statement went beyond the evidence both in

claiming a “direct commandment” from the Lord and in saying that the doctrine came “from the

days of [the Church’s] organization.”

When David O. McKay became Church president in April 1951, he continued to respond

to queries with this same statement.42 But behind the scenes application of the policy was

changing to some degree. In 1948, during the George Albert Smith administration, priesthood
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